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Begin by building the wavebreak and island associated with the harbor, and construct the

Welcome Center as soon as possible. Welcoming visitors to watch the Marker Wadden appear from the start

will increase interest and engagement in the project.

The Archipelago

The Atoll

The Dream of the Marker Wadden - creating multifunctional islands in the Markermeer - is unfolding 
into an achievable project backed by numerous organizations and supporters, a unique financial 
funding strategy, and innovative research to make construction possible. As the project moves 
forward, dreaming continues...

What could the Marker Wadden be? What values could it provide? What could it look like?
We envision the Marker Wadden as a place of interaction, where ecology and people can come together. The construction of the 

islands will catalyze ecological progress in the Markermeer, as suspended silt is pulled from the lake and put to a new, productive 

use. The ecological systems on the islands will be dynamic and always improving; as experience is gained through oungoing 

research the approach to construction will also improve. The islands will be a work in progress, but open to visitors from the 

start. As the Marker Wadden emerges and takes shape, it will be like nowhere else. A place where deeper understanding develops, 

where new approaches take shape, where notions of what a beautiful nature can and should be are flipped around. A land of water, 

constantly evolving, an unforgettable experience every time.

Welcome to the Marker Wadden - your visit begins here.

Arrive by ferry from the Sitting Man or sail in on your own ship. Follow the Beacon to the Welcome Center, and climb the tower for a view of 
the ever-changing Archipelago, the Atoll, and the Markermeer beyond. Then take a walk along the sandy dike towards the rocky wavebreak, or 
venture out into the island and make your own path. But realize - to experience all the Marker Wadden has to offer, you must go by water. Check 
out one of many White Boats and paddle out to explore!

An expansive, dynamic waterscape brings ecological vitality back to the Markermeer.

The Atoll is Marker Wadden’s first island devoted solely to the creation of quality habitat. Offering birds both on migratory routes and those 
dwelling in the area a place of refuge, the Atoll is large enough to maintain the wide buffer that some species need to thrive. Management of the 
Atoll will be interactive from afar - a dynamic process, learning from experience and working with ecological systems rather than against them.

Design for both 
ecological 
functionality 
and human 
experience. 
Use water as a 
buffer for more 
sensitive areas.

Build smaller, 
human scale 
islands first. 
Then go bigger 
and further as 
funding and 
experience 
increase.

Create a more 
meaningful 
entry sequence 
by routing most 
visitor access, 
whether by boat 
or ferry, through 
one harbor.

Encourage 
exploration 
around the 
islands by giving 
everyone access 
to a small boat 
and creating 
destination 
outposts.

OUR DESIGN APPROACH
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SECTIONS
SCALE 1 : 2000

A variety of edge conditions and scales
of both water and land are created by the
islands and the wavebreak (A - C).

The harbor section (D) shows the Archipeligo’s
largest expanse of water and the Welcome Center’s
relationship to the sand dike.

SITE PLAN
SCALE 1 : 7500
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PROGRAMMING

THE BEACON
Welcoming your arrival to the Marker Wadden is The 
Beacon, a single structure that serves as a landmark, 
both to those exploring the islands and those across 
the Markermeer. Although it rises high above the 
islands, its structure sits lightly on the land. The 
perforated design reflects some of the sculptural 
qualities found in The Sitting Man, the landmark at 
the new ferry launch. Visitors can climb the Beacon 
for an unforgettable view.
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BETTER WATER AND EDGE MANAGEMENT MEANS BETTER HABITAT
Water in the Markermeer is not what it once was. When the Markermeer was freely connected to the sea, water levels followed the tidal and seasonal flux. Now, they are heavily managed in 

response to human needs, which are almost opposite the naturally occurring system. Water-land edges are highly structured and steep, providing little room for the wet-dry gradients that are 

critically important for habitat and resilience. The Atoll, as a body of water separated from the Markermeer, could be managed so its water levels are more in sync with the natural cycles. The 

Atoll’s undulating interior could bring diverse, quality habitat back to the Markermeer.
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GROWTH OVER TIME
Once the sand dike is built around the Atoll, sediment can be pumped 

in gradually as the trench collects it. Future management decisions will 

determine to what extent the Atoll’s lagoon is filled.

THE UNDERWATER LANDSCAPE 
The Atoll will be a vital habitat region, vulnerable to human disturbance if separation isn’t maintained. 

Underwater structures could be used to create areas of shallow waters to serve as a buffer, keeping boats 

out. These structures Could also trap silt, and over time the build-up would make it possible for emergent 

vegetation to establish. This establishment would further help with silt collection and the creation of 

unique fish habitat.
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THE WELCOME CENTER
At the base of the Beacon is the Welcome Center, 
containing an information station, restroom facilities, 
and operational space. The Welcome Center will be 
open for the public as soon as possible in construction 
phasing. The building is embedded into the dike, and 
the roof patio merges into the dike’s top seamlessly. 
As you emerge from the building, a vista of the 
Archipelago reveals itself.

THE WHITE BOATS
Feel free to go exploring. The Archipelago has small 
kayaks and canoes for visitors to borrow at their 
leisure to encourage exploration of this land of water. 
Whether arriving by ferry or personal watercraft there 
is a little white boat awaiting your arrival. If coming 
by personal watercraft, anchor your boat off one of 
the red buoys and step into the attached White Boat. 
If arriving by ferry, check out a boat upon arrival 
outside the Welcome Center to begin your journey.

THE OUTPOSTS
Situated among the islands of the Archipelago 
are a series of Outposts - platforms that serve as 
destinations and places to break from paddling. Set 
out for an Outpost as part of a day trip or choose to 
camp for a night to further experience the vastness 
of the Markermeer. The Outposts hover just above 
the surface of the water and are flexible enough to 
be moved as the islands develop.
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